
Let's do a cycling holiday 

with your team and make memories ! 

Vall D’Ebo climb

Cyclists heaven is right here at Costa Blanca !

Javea and its beautiful surroundings, offer an impressive variation in roads,
views and difficulty levels for all pro’s and recreative cyclists. 

Let us present to you :
the top 4 of epic cyclists routes nearby 

 

The Vall D’Ebo climb, north and inland from Javea is a
gorgeous, thirty-minute test of the legs which transforms
from pine tree-lined gradual incline to a sequence of
exposed hairpins.

The Coll de Rates

For the Vuelta a España obsessives, the Cumbre del Sol is
a must. It’s a mere 20 minutes from the centre of Javea.

Cumbre del Sol  

 The Coll de Rates, to Javea’s west, is probably the most
popular professional training climb in the region.

Alto de Aitana is the largest climb that’s realistically
reachable within a day from Javea, but be prepared for an
epic day in the saddle. 

Alto de Aitana Looking for the perfect accommodation for your seasonal group
trainings? We present to you the ideal, fully equipped villa to
accommodate the needs of your whole cycling team in Javea Costa
Blanca (Spain). Villa Palmview comes with 11 bedrooms with each an
en-suite bathroom for maximum comfort and privacy to make your
cycling holiday as relaxing as can be ! 

www.villapalmview.es - info@villapalmview.es

Our villa :)

Cycling went great ! 

Could stay here  
Wow nice  

Did you know ? 
… that the Dutch and Belgian professional
cycling teams train right here in Javea during
winter time ? 

You will have a great chance of meeting one of
your cycling heroes right here on the roads !

 



Fully equipped, brand new and ready
to be customized for your group ! 

Inside there are three main units with each their own
design theme and consisting of a separate kitchen, living
and dining area. The main entrance connects all 3 units. 
 All bedrooms can be configured into king size or twin
bedrooms, depending on your group composition.  All
equipment is brand new and well-chosen to maximize
your comfort and privacy. 
The flexible lay-outs of the bedrooms together with the
3 unit composition,  makes it possible to fit this
accommodation perfectly to your group needs ! 

Multi sports site 
you will never get bored!

 
Outside there are activities to suit everyone :
beach volleyball, football, table tennis, table
football, pool table, electric darts board and boules
court. 

For lounging and relaxing we offer a beautiful
outside lounge area with TV, an outside kitchen
and bar, a separate BBQ area, a large terrace to do
your group meetings,  and lots of sitting  areas
with hammocks and sofa’s. 

The Perfect Villa - spacious bright
and airy, with modern furnishings

This wonderful fully
reformed Holiday Villa, with
designer interior furnishings
throughout, is a one-of-a-
kind 11 + bedroom, 11 +
bathroom luxury private villa,
which can accommodate up
to 28 guests. One of the
rooms is even made totally
wheelchair friendly and
other rooms are specially
equipped to welcome
children. 
It is located in a sought-after
area within easy walking
distance to the famous
Arenal beach in Javea.  This
villa is so unique, it even has
its own sandy beach within
the private grounds!

Perfect for large groups 
This accommodation is
designed for privacy and
comfort whilst traveling
with a large group. All
rooms have an en-suite
bathroom and are
strategically located to
ensure maximum privacy.
We have hosted
numerous large groups
such as cyclists, golf
teams, yoga groups,
tennis schools, etc…. 

Special rates in flexible packages 
Our flexible packages : Medium (up to 18), Large
(up to 22) and XL (up to 28) offer a variety of
options depending on how many people are in
your group and which are your special needs. 

www.villapalmview.es - info@villapalmview.es

Cami de la Fontana 39 - 03730 Javea
License : VT-439838A - 39A

Loved the interior  

My bedroom  

We played all night  

I want this bathroom

Where you could find me


